Page 5, bottom of page:
• Vasana should have the Truth Rune (Y) instead of the Moon Rune (Ω).

Page 22, Rune spell table:
• Earthpower should have D at the end

Page 29, Carthalo:
• Carthalo’s left leg hit location should be 05-08

Page 35, Varanik:
• Varanik’s left leg hit location should be 05-08

Page 37, Danakos:
• Danakos’ left leg hit location should be 05-08
• Ignore the extra “Upper Left Arm” and “Head” hit locations
• His Medium Shield damage should be 1D4+1D4, with SR 7

Page 42, Vasana:
• Vasana’s left leg hit location should be 05-08
• Vasana should have the Truth Rune (Y) instead of the Moon Rune (Ω).

Page 43, Yanioth:
• Yanioth’s left leg hit location should be 05-08

Page 44, Vostor:
• Vostor’s left leg hit location should be 05-08

Page 45, Sorala:
• Sorala’s left leg hit location should be 05-08

Page 46, Harmast:
• Harmast’s left leg hit location should be 05-08
• Harmast is missing a % after his Search skill
• Harmast’s zebras... remove “not” from the 1st sentence.

Optional Downloadable Adventurer, Vishi Dunn:
• Vishi’s left leg hit location should be 05-08
• Vishi should have “Speak Spiritspeech 50%” in his languages section.
• Vishi should have 19 magic points, not 16